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Abstract

lnherent to maat research projects is the fact that researchers learn
about their project during the course of it. Research investments re-
sult in signals on development costs. This paper studies how this fact
influences firms' investments, and how revenue sharing can correct
inefficient behavior. We compare efficient RBcD investments, equilib-
rium investments when signals are public, and equilibrium investments
for private signals. Flirthermore, we show which equilibrium is play~ed
when firms strategically reveal information. The paper focuses on the
trade-off between incentives to acquire and reveal information, and
incentives to develop the innovation.
Keywords: RBcD race, information acquisition, revelation, revenue
sharing
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1 Introduction

Innovat.ive activity has at least three basic properties. It is mostly done
in a competitive environment. Firn~s compete to get an innovation first.
Second, it is a dynamic activity. Research and Development (RBcD) is a
process for which we can distinguish several stages, at least there is a research
stage, resulting in a raw prototype, and a development stage in which the
prototype is transformed into a final product. Finally RRcD is an uncertain
activity. Not only is it uncertain when an innovation is going to occur, but
also firms could be uncertain about the complexity of the project that they
start working on. Only in the course of doing research firms learn whether
their project is worthwhile proceeding. For marginal product improvements
this learning effects can be ignored. But for more fundamental innovations
and more experimental research these effects cannot be ignored. The fact
that firms learn during the race, and the fact that they could learn from
each other, creates new and interesting incentives to invest in RBtD. This
paper analyzes these incentives. Our analysis consists of three parts. First,
we investigate how the fact that firms learn affects their incentives to invest
in RBLD. Second, we study how these incentives are affected under different
regimes of appropriability of the innovation. And, finally, we analyze under
what conditions firms will and will not learn from each other in equilibrium.

The simplest situation that captures the competitive, dynamic and infor-
mational aspects of innovative activity is the following. Two firms compete
over two stages to get an innovation. In the first stage firn~s obtain an inter-
mediate discovery, and learn about their RBcD project. In the second stage
firms decide how much to invest in developing the intermediate innovation,
given the information acquired in stage 1. Firms compete to get the devel-
oped final product first. An early intermediate discovery in an RBtD race can
have two opposite effects on competition. We distinguish a strategic and an
informational effect, and discuss them in the next two paragraphs.

In most literature on dynamic RBcD competition the progress of one firm
in their project discourages his rivals to invest in the innovation. Taking
a lead in the race gives the leading firm a strategic advantage, e.g. see
Grossman and Shapiro (1987), and Harris and Vickers (1987). This is a
"strategic effect". If firms could credibly signal that they made an early
intermediate discovery without revealing the contents of this discovery, they
would always do so. The problem is that this revelation cannot happen
credibly unless the contents of the discovery are revealed also. But revealing
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the contents of the discovery enables rivals to catch up in the race, which
encourages further investments. Therefore a leading firm is only willing to
obtain and reveal information about his progress in the race if he is sufficiently
compensated for doing so. Compensation can happen by means of a licencing
arrangement or an intermediate patent (see, e.g., Chang (1995), Green and
Scotchmer (1995), Scotchmer and Green (1990) and Kabla (1997)) or grace
period (see Goyal and De Laat, 1998). Thus there is a trade-off between the
incentive to reveal information and leaving the informed firm an advantage
in the race. The literature mostly focuses on this trade-off in RBcD races.

For fundamental innovations' we see an effect that is opposite to the
strategic effect. After an early intermediate success by one firm, rivals ftock in
and invest to obtain the final innovation first. This effect could be explained
in the following setting, as in Choi (1991). Firms learn about the properties
of the project while they work on it. These properties are universal for
the industry. Favorable information for one firm is favorable also for his
rivaLs. Then progressing in the race and disclosing this progress makes all
firms more optimistic, and more willing to invest. '1'his is an "informational
effect". But when favorable information for one firm aLso encourages rivals to
invest in the project, the firm might want to prevent its rivals from learning
this information. There might be an incentive not to reveal any good news
that firms learned.

The strategic effect gives firms an incentive to state that they made early
intermediate discoveries, while they would keep intermediate successes secret
under the informational effect. In practice these two effects interact, and
this interaction determines the firms' incentives to invest in both stages of
the race. In this paper we separate the acquisition of information from the
acquisition of a leading position in the race. First, firms invest solely in
acquiring information, and then invest in winning the race. Flirthermore, we
maximize the scope for firms to learn from their rival by assuming perfect
positive correlation between the firms' projects. We thereby focus on the
informational effect of intermediate discoveries and its subsequent problems
of information revelation. This gives a sharper trade-off between incentives
to reveal and acquire information.

This paper contributes in two important ways to the study of the trade-

' A classic example o( this kind oC innovation would be the 1986 breakthrough in mld
superconductivity. For a desctiption o( the breakthrough by IBM, and its resulting race
[or even colder superconductivity, see Choi (1991).
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off between the informational and strategic effect. First, we stud,y t.he effects
of appropriabilit,y of revenues on the firms' incentives t.o invest in R8~ D.
~Iost literature on RBcD races focuses on the winner-takes-all race. This
is, however, an extreme setting that needs not be realistic. We add more
realism to the economic analysis by studying settings in which the winner
does not take all. In particular, we assume tliat firms share a fixed portion of
their revenues. Revenue sharing introduces free-rider effects to the analysis.
These free-rider effects interact in an interesting way with the informational
and strategic effects.

The second main contribution of this paper is to endogenize firms' infor-
mation. Information is endogenized in two directions. First, each firm invest.s
in castly information acquisition. The incentives to invest depend on the ap-
propriability of both the acquired information, and the innovation's revenues.
When the acquired information is public, firms have a low incentive to invest
in information acquisition, because they prefer to free ride on their rival's
information acquisition investments. And when only part of the revenues
from innovation are appropriated by a firm, both negative as well as posit.ive
externalities on research incentives exist between firms. The negative effect
is due to the erosion of expected revenues from a firm's own information ac-
quisition investments. This is a free-rider effect. The positive externality of
revenue sharing is active when the firms' acquired information is public. The
externality is caused by the fact that the information generated by one firm
affects beliefs and consequently expected revenues of the firm's rival. Since
part of these revenues spill over, firms have a bigger incentive to invest in
information acquisition.

The second reason why the firms' information is endogenous is because
firms can choose what information they reveal. That is, the revelat.ion of
information is not exogenous, but a strategic choice of the firnLS. When
information is non-verifiable, firms never completely reveal their information,
while there is an equilibrium in which they completely conceal information.
This result holds for any way in which firms share revenues. These results are
reversed for extreme revenue shares, however, when information is verifiable.
Firms cannot credibly conceal any verifiable information, and will therefore
fully disclose. For intermediate revenue shares there is no equilibrium in
which firms completely reveal their information.

These two main contributions of the paper are discussed in more detail
in the next sections.
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Related literature: Papers by Hendricks and Kovenock (1989), Choi (1991),
~lalueg and Tsutsui (1997), and Cyert and Kumar (1998) study models in
which firnts learn about their project's characteristics while they invest in it.
[n their modeLs the information obtained from research is publicly observable.
Firms learn from each other's experience without cost. Information is incom-
plete, but symmetric. We show in this paper that firms have incentives to
misrepresent their interntediate research results to affect competition in the
development stage. Furthermore, we analyze how investments are affected
by revenue sharing, and how they compare to the industry's efficient invest-
ments. We show that firms' expected profits can be increased by relaxing
the "winner-takes-all" assumption.

Dewatripont et al. (1999) give sufficient conditions under which a man-
ager's incentives for information acquisition investments are affected by an
additional signal about his project. We perform a similar exercise for signals
that are generated by a firm's rival. We extend the analysis by introducing
competition both in information acquisition, as well as in the determination
of firms' revenue.

Problems of strategic information revelation in RBzD races are studied by
Bhattacharya et al. (1990, 1992) and d'Aspremont et al. (1996, 1998) but
in their models information is exogenous (and partly verifiable). Another
model of endogenous information spillovers between competing firms is an-
alyzed by Katsoulacos and Ulph (1998), and Ulph and katsoulacos (1998).
Their problem deals with information about the contents of the interme-
diate innovation, and not information about the costs of proceeding with
the project. This puts more emphasis on the strategic effect of information
revelation.

The effects for incentives of racing firms after the relaxation of the "winner-
takes-all" patent scheme are studied in La Manna et al. (1989) and Denicold
(1996). In these papers the social optimality of full-scope patents is seriously
questioned. We perform a similar exercise, but in an environment in which
firms learn.

Problems in which information tevelation occurs between competitors are
problenLS of information sharing in oligopoly.' Novshek and Sonnenschein
(1982), Ftied (1984), and Creane (1995) study models in which firms acquire

~For a survey of the main results of in[ormation sharing in oógopoly, see Gal-Or (1986)
and Raith (1996).
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and reveal information before they compete.3 However, in these models
firms can conmiit ex an.te whether to reveal informat.ion or not. This is a
strong assumption that need not always be realistic. In fact, Ziv (1993)
shows that the scope for information sharing is drastically reduced when
firms cannot comnrit ex an.te and information is non-verifiable. We follow
the same modelling approach as in the paper by Ziv.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we describe the
basic model. In section 3 the efficient investments that maximize total in-
dustry's profits are characterized. These investments serve as a benchmark.
Section 4 analyzes the effects of introducing competition in this setting, while
signals remain public information. This gives the equilibrium investments of
competing firn~s that receive publicly observable signaLs about the project's
complexity. In section 5 we analyze the equilibrium investments when firms
have only private signals. The sixth section discusses what information is
revealed, and what investments are chosen, when firms reveal information
strategically. Section 7 discusses the assumptions on observability of research
investments, and the last section concludes. All proofs are relegated to the
Appendix.

2 The Model
We consider an industry in which two firms compete over two stages to obtain
an innovation. Firms work on the sanre innovation but compete to get it
first. Since firms work on the same innovation, we assume that their costs of
investments are perfectly positively correlated. In the first stage firms acquire
information about the costs of development investments, that should lead to
the innovation. This is the research stage. In the second stage the firms
actually try to develop the innovation. We call this stage the development
stage. The firm that develops the innovation first, the winner, receives prize
W. When both firms develop the innovation, each firm receives prize T.
Naturally, we assume that 0 C T c zW. At one extreme firms share the
revenues from innovation equally, while at the other extreme, firn~s campete
fiercely in the product market which leaves no rents for either of them. A

30ther papers, e.g. see Li et al. (1987), Hwang (1993, 1995) and Hauk and Hurkens
(1998), study the incentives o( competing firms to acquire information given that the
acquired information remains private.
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firm that does not develop the innovation successfully receives no revenues.
Define 0- W-T as the difference between the prizes of winning and tying.
Note that our assumption on T implies that ZW C 0 G W.

At the beginning of the race firms do not know the complexity of the
project they work on. Complexity directly affects the cost of investments
in developing the innovation, and is summarized by the parameter B. The
project can either be easy, B- B, or difficult, B - 9, to complete, with
0 c B c 9. When the project is easy (resp. difficult), it is easy (resp. difficult)
for both firms. An easy project has low marginal cost of development. A
difficult project is completed at high marginal cost. The probability of an
easy (resp. difficult) project is p(resp. 1- p), with 0 C p C 1.

In the research stage firms find a prototype, and learn about the costs
of development investment. Firm i does research by making an investment
R; E[0, 1]. Research investments are not observable. Firm i expects re-
search investment r~ from his rival firm j. Costs of research investments are
quadratic in investments, C(R;) - ZR?, with p high enough such that co-
ordinating firms beth invest in r~erch. Lèanring i~, Luwever, not perfect.
After firms invest in research they receive a signal about the project's com-
plexity. The quality of the signal depends on the investments in research.
When the project is difficult, investments always lead to a bad signal, t; - t,
for i- 1, 2. For an easy project firm i's signal depends on his research in-
vestment, R;. Firm i receives a good signal, t; -~, with probability R;, while
the probability of a bad signal, t; - i, is 1- R;, with i- 1, 2. Signals are
independently distributed between firms given the project's complexity. The
first-stage stochastic structure for firm i is depicted in Figure 1 below. The
dashed lines represent firm i's information sets.
We make different assumptions about the nature of the firnis' signals. In the
following two sections we assume that signals are public information, while in
section 5 we assume that signaLs are private information to firms. Besides the
fact that these cases are interesting by itself, they also enable us to analyze
a richer model in which firms strategically choose how much information to
reveal to their rival. We introduce this model in section 6 of this paper.

Whenever a firm receives a good signal, t; - t, it learns that both firms
work on an easy project. Whenever both firms receive a bad signal, they
are in one of the following situations. Either the project is difficult, or firms
work on an easy project and were simply unlucky. The extent to which firms
were unlucky under an easy project depends on firms' research investments,
R. The more firms invested in research, the more pessimistic they get about
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Figure 1: Firm i's research stage

the project's complexity.
In the second stage firms invest in the development of the innovation by

spending D; E[0,1]. Firm i's probability of making a final innovation is then
D;. An easy project, B- B has low marginal costs of development, while a
difficult project has higher development costs, B- B. In order to keep the
model manageable, we assume that firm i's development cost is quadratic in
development investment D;, i.e. c(D;;B) - 2D?, for i- 1,2. Furthermore,
we assume that B~ 20 to obtain interior solutions for firms' development
investments.

We assume that firms are risk neutral. For firn~s' profits we define the fol-
lowing. Given development investments D-(Dl, D2), firm i's development
profits are:

a;(D;B) - D;D~T f D;(1 - D;)6V - ZD;

- D~(W -OD;) - 2D;.

Then firm i's expected payoff is given by

n~(R,D) - Eefn;(D;B)~R,} - 2R;.

We solve the game backwards, and focus on symmetric, pure-strategy Bayes
perfect equilibria.
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3 Benchmark: Efiiicient Investments

In this section we analyze the efficient outcome for the industry. This means
that we calculate the research and development investments that maximize
expected total industry's profits. We analyze this solution to understand
firms' incentives when all relevant externalities are internalized.~ We use the
effiicient outcome as a benchmark to study the effects of competition and
private information on equilibrium strategies.

Given public signaLs, we calculate the efficient information acquisition and
development choices by solving the model backwards. In the first subsection
we find the efficient development investments, D. In the second subsection
we compute efficient information acquisition investments, R, given efficient
investments in the development stage.s

3.1 Efficient Development Investments

After the information acquisition stage there are two basic states nf the
world. Either there is at least one firm that received a good signal, t E
{(~, t), (~, t), (t,~)}, or both firms received a bad signal, t-(t, t). In the first
case both firms learn that their project is easy, B-~, while in the latter case
they cannot establish with certainty whether the project is easy or difficult.
For both these states of the world we calculate the efficient development in-
vestments D. In the industry's efficient outcome firm i chooses development
investment D; that maximizes expected total development profits, given the
signals t, research investment R;, and expected research investments r:

max . EB{a~ (D; B) t~rz(D; 8)~t; R;}, for i- 1, 2.
D,EjO,I~

Expectations are taken after observing the signals. Firm ti's posterior belief
of working on an easy project is {~; -{~(t; R;, r~). The expected cost of

'Such a benchmark could be relevant for policy analysis when firms can [ully appro-

priate the social value of their innovation.
5 We assume that firms' research investments are unobservable in the efficient outcome,

in the equilibrium wíth public signals, and in the equilibrium with private signals. Keeping

research investments unobservable throughout the whole analysis enables us to focus on
the effects of competition and private information on the firms' signals. It enables us to

compare firms' investment in the different benchmarks. In [act, efficient investments for
observable and unobservable research investments are identical, since all relevant exter-

nalities are internalized.
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investment parameter is

P:B -F- (1 - p;)B - E(B~t; R;, r;).

Total profit maximization leads to the first-order conditiorrs for development
investments:

W- 2D;0 - E(B~t; R;, r;)D;, for i, j - 1, 2, and j~ i.

When there is a firm that receives a good signal after the first stage, the
firms know that the project is easy, i.e. p- 1. Firms' first-order conditions
for these beliefs give their optimal development investments, and develop-
ment profits, for i- 1, 2:

D'(t) - 2o e and ~; (~(e);e) - 2ó;(t)W.

After both firms received a bad signal, t-~, t), firms update their be-
liefs about the project's complexity by applying Bayes' rule: p~, t; R;, r;) -

p(lp(R;~Ri~(r;~ti-p- Therefore expected costs after two bad signals is:

E(9~t, t; R;) - B f~(R;, ri), with

~(R;,ri) - (1-P)(B-B)
- P(1-RN,;)(1-ri)fl-P

If firms still receive bad signals even though they invested more in informa-
tion acquisition, firms become more pessimistic about the complexity of the
project. Firm i's expected development cost increases in firms' information
acquisition investments. The optimal development investments and expected
profits are:

W B ~- ~(r)D;(t, t; R;) - B f~(r) f 2~ B f~(R;,ri) and

~r;(t,t;Ri) - Ee{~r;~D~,t;R;);B}It,t;R;}
1- - -

- 2D;(t,t;R;)W.

Since in the efficient outcome expectations will be realized, r- R, firnrs'
efficient investments will be symmetric along the optinuzing path. Since
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~(R) 1 0, expected marginal cost, ~ f~(R), strictly exceeds marginal cost
of investing in an easy project, B. Along the optimizing path it is there-
fore efficient to invest less after observing ( t, t) than after observing a good
signal, i.e. D;(~) ~ D;(t, t; R;) for i- 1, 2. Greater information acquisi-
tion efforts that result still in two bad signals make firms more pessimistic
about the project's complexity, and expected costs increase. Therefore effi-
cient investments should decrease. After partially differentiating the efficient
development investments toward R;, we establish this:

8D;(t,t;R) - -p(1-ri)~(R;,ri D;~,t;R;))
8R; - [p(1-R;)(1-r;)fl-P~(ef~(R;,ri)) ~0

with i, j - 1, 2, i~ j.
We summarize our results in the following lemma.

Lemma 1 The e~icient development investments are such that, for i- 1, 2:
(i) along the optimizing pnth, i.e. r; - R;, investments after n good signal
ezceed those after two bad sxgnals: Íl;(~) 1 D;(t, t; R;) for nll R;;
(ii) investments nfter two bad signals decrease in information acquisition
investments: eo'e~~ c 0 for all R;.

3.2 Efficient Research Investments

Given prior beliefs concerning the complexity of the RBtD project and given
efficient development investments, D, firms choose research investments, R.
Firm i's ex nnte expected profit, given efficient development investments, is:

n:(R;, D) -(1- p)~; ~(t, ~R;); é) ~- p(1- R;)(1- R;)n; (D(t, ~R;);~) t
fpll - (1 - R;)(1 - R;)J~;(D(t);Q) - ZR?.

Efficient information acquisition investments R are determined by maximiz-
ing II;(R;, D) f-IIi(Ri, D). When we calculate the first-order conditions, and
let expectations on research investments be realized, r- R, we obtain:

PR; - P(1 - Ri) ~~ ~t ~(~); 8) - ~ ~e ~(t, ~R);~)~
`i-i r-i

p(1 - Ri)W2~(R)2
-(B -f- 20)(B f~(R) f 20)2'

for i, j - 1, 2. (1)
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That is, marginal costs equal marginal revenues of informat.ion acquisit.ion
investments. Marginal costs are the direct cost. of research investment, pR;.
The marginal revenue of information gathering investment is the total profit
gained from obtaining a good signal and finding out that the project is eas,v
after investing a marginal amount more.

Observe that net marginal revenues in the right hand side of expressiori
(1) are positive for all R~ c 1. Direct marginal costs are linear and increase
monotonically from 0. Therefore efficient information acquisition im.estments
are in the interior of the unit interval, i.e. 0 C R G 1.6

4 R.ace with Public Signals
In this section we calculate the equilibrium of the RBcD race where signals
t are publicly observable. We derive equilibrium investment decisions of
noncooperative firms, and analyze how they relate to the efficient outcome.
Research and development investment choices are now made under competi-
tion, while firms' information remains symmetric. Again, we solve the game
backwards in pure strategy equilibrium.

4.1 Public Signal Development Investments

The qualitative properties of equilibrium development investments do not
differ from those of efficient investments. Again development investments
are high after a good signal and are generically decreasing in research in-
vestment. Quantitatively equilibrium investments differ from the efficient
ones. Competing firms do not internaGze the negative effect of their invest.
ment on the expected revenue of their rival. Therefore firms overinvest in
development, which is shown in the remainder of this subsection.

After observing the signaLs, t, and given expected rival's research invest-
ment, r~, firm i updates his beliefs (p,(t; R;, r~), 1- p(t; R;, r~~)), and chooses
development investments that maximize his expected profit. This gives first-

sUnfortunately, the net revenue [unction need not always be concave for all R. Espe-
cially for big p (p ~ 4~~t8 ) net revenues are convex for small R. For big p and small costs
of information acquisition, p, there can exist two local optima. We avoid nonconcavities
by assuming that the costs of information acquisition investments p are big enough to
guazantee a unique optimum.
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order conditions

(W - ODi) - E(d~t, R;)D;, for i,j - 1, 2, and j~ i,

with E(d~t; R;, ri) -~e(t; R;, ri)B ~- (1 -~(t; R;, ri))d.
When at least one of the firms observes a good signal, firms learn that

their project is easy. Firm i's posterior belief is ~(f, .) - 1, and his first-order
condition gives his reaction function for development investments. Firms'
reaction functions slope downwazd. When firm j invests more in develop-
ment, it becomes less likely that firm i will be the winner of the race, which
depresses his expected prize, and his incentive to invest. Both firms' reaction
functions together determine the symmetric equilibrium research investments
and profits:

D~(4) -~~~ and n; (D(~);!~) - 2l~D;(f)2, for i- 1, 2.

Whenever both firms receive a bad signal, they remain uncertain about
the true state of the project. Depending on the information acquisition in-
vestments, each firm updates his beliefs about the project's complexity, and
forms beliefs p~,t;R;,ri) - ~~'-R')i'-'') F7om both firms' reactionP~ R.)(1-ri)tl-P~
functions we derive equilibrium investments and expected profits:

D~~, t; R~) - W ~ f m(r) and
Q f~(r) t 0 ~-1- ~(R;, ri)

~~~,t;~) - Ee l~` `(D(t't;R:);dl i,t;R'~

- 2(B f ~(R~, ri))Dc(R:)2.

Along the equilibrium path expectations about rival's research investments
are realized, i.e. r, - R; for i- 1, 2, and we obtain that D;(t, t; R;) C D;(t)
for all R;.

Suppose that firms' research investments only result in bad signals. The
greater a firm's inforrnation acquisition investments, R;, the higher his ex-
pected costs of development investments, and the more cautious the develop-
aient investments. Pessimistic firms invest less than optimistic ones. There-
fore equilibrium development investments decrease in research investments,
given bad signals:

BD;~,t;R~) - -p(1-ri)~(R:,ri)D;(t,t;R;)
( )8R: (P(1-R;)(1-ri)fl-P)(dt~(R;,r1))

~0. 2
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These findings are qualitatively identical to those sunrmarized in lemma 1
for efficient development investments.

Given a signal conrbination t, firms overinvest compared to the efficient
investments: D;(t;R;) ~ D;(t;R,). This is due to the fact that compet.ing
firrns do not internalize the negative effect of their own development invest-
ments on their rival's expected revenues. Firm i's investment D; marginally
decreases firm j's revenue with D~O. Therefore firnrs invest more aggres-
sively than would be efficient for them. This is a common observation in
the literature on RBcD races. Competition leads to overinvestments, which
is stated in the following proposition.

Lemma 2 For the game with public signals firms overin.vest in equilibriurrc:
D,(t; R;) ~ D;(t; R;) for all t, R, and r, vrith i- 1, 2. All qualitative proper-
ties of lemma 1 hold true for D;(.) tao.

4.2 Public Signal R.esearch Investments

Working backwards, we calculate the equilibrium information acquisition in-
vestments given the equilibriurn development investments. Firm i chooses
R; that maximizes expected profit II;(R, D), given equilibrium development
investments, D. Profit maxinuzation leads to the following research equilib-
rium condit.ion:

PR~ - n(i - R~) {~~ ~D(t); a~ - ~; ~D(t, tI R~); B~ } ~ (3)

f(p(1 - R,)(1 - R;) f- 1 - p~a~:(t, t; R;)
aR;

Notice that marginal revenues contain two informationa! effects now. Tlie
first effect captures the marginal increase in revenue after more research re-
sults in jumping from a bad to a good signal. However, when bad signals
persist despite increased research, then the increase in research leads to grow-
ing pessimism and lower expected revenues. The second effect captures this
loss in expected revenues due to firms' growing pessinrism after persistence
of bad news. Firms internalize the second effect in the efficient outcome.

In equilibrium firms' expectations about research investments are realized,
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i.e. r; - R;. Therefore we can rewrite the equilibrium condition for R; to:

PR; - P(1 - R;)28 {D;(t)2 - D~(t, t; R;)2} t

-~(p(1 - R;)(1 - R;) t 1- Pl(B t m(R))D;~, t; R:)aD,(t, t; ~)aR;
- max {0, MR(R)} ,

with

MR(R) - p(1- R;)wzm(R) ( z~m(R) - (~} o)o) (4)
(Q {- 0)Z(~ f ~(R) f 0)z

When we focus on symmetric equilibria ( R, - Rz), we can show that firms
underinvest in research. Since signaLs are public, and firms can learn from
each others' signals, they have an incentive to free-ride on their rival's infor-

mati0n ACqLUSifion investments.

Proposition 1 Symmetric equilibrium research investments in the race vrith
public signals do not exceed the e,~`~icient investments: R; ? R, for i- 1, 2.
For ánterior equilibrium and e,~cient research investments the ánequality is
strict.

It is efHcient to invest more than R;, because the efficient investments
internalize the positive externality of informational spillovers among firms.
If fitm i's research leads to a good signal, this improves both his own and
his rival's expected profit. On top of that each firm takes into account that
the decrease in his equilibrium development investments from higher research
investments after bad news improves his rival's development profits. Inter-
nalizing these two effects results in higher research investments.

It would be an interesting exercise to characterize firms' expected equilib-
rium development investments given their equilibrium research investments,
and characterize expected equilibrium profits. This would shed more light on
the interaction between research and development. Such an exercise awaits
future research.

In these two subsections we saw that firms would improve their profits if
they could find a way to both lower development investments D, and increase
research investments R. In the next subsection we will show that revenue
sharing provides firms with a way to achieve this.
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4.3 Effects of Revenue 5haring

So far we assumed that in the race the winner takes all. This is, however, onlv
an extreme way of distributing revenues from the innovation among firms.
In general the loser of the race gets a share, o, of the revenues. In US sports
tournaments revenue sharing is used to decrease firms' overinvestments in
talent. Cook and Frank (1995) observe the following:

"Revenue sharén.g - the prnctice whereby team ozuners pool an.d
shnre gate and teleznsion reven.ues zvith each other - is an.other
common device for limitin.g e~pen.ditures. Because fans stmn.gly
prefer to watch winn.ing teams, there is n strong link between
a team's zuinnin.g percentage and the amount of television and
gate revenues the team generates. Without revenue shnring, own:
ers thus face powerful incen.tives to bid for star players, coaches,
scouts, nn.d other inputs that make winning more likely. Reven.ue
shnring weakens these incentives an.d thus helps to restrainplayer
snlnries and other key costs." [Frank and Cook (1995), pp 169~

In the race for a patent revenue sharing should have the same desirable
effect on development overinvestments. But in the race for a patent revenue
sharing has an effect on the firms' incentives to invest in development but also
on incentives to invest in information acquisition. In what direction these
effects point, is studied here. We argue that revenue sharing introduces a
free-rider incentive in the development stage which depresses development
investments. For research revenue shari[rg introduces the following effect.
When research investments result in a good signal, then this increases the
expected revenue of a firm's rival too. Since part of the revenues are shared,
this gives each firm a bigger incentive to invest in research. An effect in
the opposite direction results from the fact that in absolute terms firms'
development investments are lower than in the "winner-takes-all" race, which
would reduce the incentive to invest in research. However, initially both
investments change in the right direction. This is the main point made in
the remainder of this subsection.

Observe that for v- 0, we are in the "winner-take-all" race, and for
o- 2 firms share the prize equally. Such a share in the revenue affects firms'
incentives to invest. In this subsection we characterize the revenue share that
brings firms' equilibrium investments closer to the efficient investments. In
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the following paragraphs we solve the game backwards for any revenue share
v E [0, 1].

~ Given revenue share o and cost parameter B development profits are:

a;(D;B~o) - D;D;T f D;(1 - D;)(1 - a)W f(1 - D;)D;oW - 2BD?

- a;(D;B)fo(D;-D;)W.

This changes first-order conditions into:

(1 - o)W - D;0 - E(B~t, R;)D;,

with E(B~t, R;) the expected costs, depending on first-stage signals and re-
search investment. Note that marginal expected revenues are reduced with
oW from introducing revenue sharing, while marginal costs remain the same.
Therefore, equilibrium development investments decrease in the revenue share
o. The marginal effect of firm i's development investment on firm j's ex-
pPr:tf.r1 profits is now aW - D;O, Hence th~ n~g~tive externality -D;0 of
the "winner-takes-all" race is reduced by oW. Sharing revenues makes firms
less aggressive competitors, because their profits are more interdependent.
Development investments and profits are

D;(o) - (1 - o)D;, and

n;(D(a); BEI~) -(1 - v)2~r;(t; ~) t(1 - v)oD;W.

for á- 1, 2. Notice that equilibrium development investments range from
0, in the "loser-takes-all" race (o - 1), to D;, in the "winner-takes-all"
race (v - 0). In the "equal-shating" race, o- Z, firms underinvest in
development. )l~om the first-order conditions ZW- D; ( z)0 - BE D; ( 2) and
ZW -D;0 - ZB~D;, and the symmetry of equilibrium it follows immediately
that D;(2) ~ D;.

These results are summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 2 For the race with public ságnals and revenue share v the fol-
lovring holds.
(i) Equálibrium development investments decrense in the revenue share: 88~ c
0 for all o.
(ii) Firms underinvest in the "equal-shnring" development equilibrium: D; (t, R; ~ 2) C
D;(t, R;) for nll t, R;, r.
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1 Now we calculat.e equilibrium research investments given equilibrium de-
velopment investments. To derive first-order conditions, it is useful to recall
how equilibrium development profits with revenue sharing relate to those
without revenue sharing. This gives the following first-order conditior~s for
firm i's research.

PR~ -(1 - a)Zp(1 - Ri) {~~ (D(~); 9) - n; (D(t, t; R;); 8) } f

f(I - v)2~p(1 - R;)(1 - R;) f 1 - p)a~'(~~ ~) f

fo(1 - o)P(1 - Ri)W {~i(t) - Di~,t;r'i)}

Both firms' first-order conditions determine the research equilibrium invest-
ments. The first two terms of firm i's marginal revenues trade off sinrilar
informational effects as in the previous subsection. They are his "winner-
takes-all" marginal revenues, as in expression (3), where we correct for the
fact that the firm can only keep (1 - o) of his generated revenue, and that
firms' incentives to invest in development are reduced with factor (1 - o).
The last term is exactly the change in revenue that firm i expects to receive
from his rival after making him more optimistic by providing the industry
with a good signal. Remember that share o of firm j's development revenues
spill over to firm i, while equilibrium development investments are reduced
with factor (1 - a).

In e~uilibrium expectations are realized. The equilibrium research invest-
ments R(a) are then the solution to:

pR; - max {0, (1 - o) ~(1 - o)MR(R) ~- aMQ(R)~} ,

with MR(R) as defined in (4), and

(J)

MQ(R) -P(1 - Ri)W {Di(~) - Di~,t;ri)} - P(1 - Ri)W2~(R)
(B f ~)(B f ~(R) ~ p).

(6)

Due to the model's symmetry, firms' research investments are symmetric.
In the remainder of this subsection we characterize the equilibrium reseazch
investments, R(o), by deriving how investment depends on the indastry's
prize share o.
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We show that research investments do not decrease after introducing a
sufficiently small revenue share o 1 0. Increasing the revenue share has two
confiicting effects. At the one hand it internalizes a fraction of the positive
informational externalities from research, which increases firms' incentives to
invest in research. However, when the revenue share is increased this shrinks
the development investments, and consequently firms' revenues of research.
The equilibrium research investment trades off internalizing informational
externalities of research against free-rider effects in development. This is
summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 3 For the race with puólic signals in which ~irms ma~e pos-
itive research investments in the "winner-tah;es-all" race, R;(0) ~ 0, there
is a revenue share Q E(0, Z) such that equiliórium research investments are
increasing for all o c v and decreasing for all o~ ó.

A direct consequence of this proposition is that total profits are increased
by introducing a(small) positive revenue share in the "winner-takes-all" race.
Since both overinvestments in development and underinvestments in research
are reduced, total profits are increased.

5 R,ace with Private Signals

In the previous section we assumed that the firms' signals are public. How-
evet such an assumption need not be realistic. In this section we make the
assumption that information is private to the firms and cannot be revealed to
rivals. We derive the equilibrium investment levels and compare them with
those of firms with public signaLs.

5.1 Private Signal Development Investments

When signals are private information to firms, firms can condition their de-
velopment investments on their own signal only. A good signal received by
one firm does not imply that both firms become optimistic about develop-
ment costs. It is possible that the other firm is unlucky and receives a bad
signal. Therefore the expected rival to a firm with a good private signal is
less aggressive than the rival to a firm with a good public signal. This makes
equilibrium development investments of a good private signal firm exceed
those of a good public signal firm. When both firms receive a bad private
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signal, a firm faces the following trade-off. On the one hand a firm with
only one bad signal is more optimistic about development costs, because he
does not pool his information with his rival. However, on the other hand,
the firm expects a more aggressive rival compared to the race wit.h public
signaLs. The first effect encourages, while the second effect discourages devel-
opment investments. We show that the informational effect dominates the
strategic effect along the equilibrium path. This is done in the remainder of
this subsect.ion.

Given private signals, and firm i expects his rival's information acquisit.ion
investments are r;, his reaction functions are the following:

eD;(t) - (i-o)w-(r;D;(t)f(i-r;)D;(i))o,
(e } ~v(R;)) D:(t; R ~) - (1 - v)W - (P(R;)D;(t) t [I - P(R;)lD,'(t)) ~,

with ~(R,) - (i - ~)(a - e) and P(R;) - p(I - R;)r,
P(i-R~)fl-P P(1-R;)fI-P

The equilibrium development investments ofa firm with a bad signal, D; ~; R; ),
depends on his investments in information acquisition, R;. If the firm keeps
receiving a bad signal despite the fact that he invested more in information
acquisition, he becomes more pessimistic about the complexity of the project.
The firm's growing pessimism has two effects. First, the firm expects higher
development costs. This decreases his development investments. Second, he
attaches a stronger belief to the contingency that his rival aLso receives a bad
signal, i.e. P(R;) decreases. A rival with a bad signal is a weaker competitor,
which encourages the firm's development investments. These two effects are
captured in the following expression.

aD; ~; R;) - -n~v(~)D; (t; R:) } ~(I - P),~; (D; (c) - D; (c; ,)) o
aR; (~(i - ,) ~ i - n) (e ~ sv(R;)) (~(i - r;) ~- i - ~)~ (a -~ ~a(~)) ~

Along the equilibrium path, where expectations are realized and symmetric,
i.e. rl - R; - R for i- 1, 2, the direct effect outweighs the indirect effect.
Development investments of a firm with bad news decreases in his research
investments. Expected equilibrium development profits given t; - t and
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t; - t are respectively:

n'(t) - 1BD'(t)2 f o~r D'(t) t(1 - r)D"~)) W and~ 2- ~ i i- i i

~~ (t; R~) - 2 (B } ~v(R~)) D; ~)2 f ~ (P(R~)D; (~) {- (1- P(R:))D, (t)) w.

Along the equilibrium path, where firms invest equal amounts in in-
formation acquisition and expectations concerning investments are fulfilled,
r; - R; - R, development investments are the following:

D~(~; R) - Í1 - a) (B -~ ~p(R) t(R - P(R))0) W
` (~ f RD) (B f ~p(R) f (1 - P(R))~) - (1 - R)P(R)02'

D'~; R) - (1 - a) (B t (R - P(R))~) W
' (~ f RO) (~ t cp(R) t(1 - P(R))0) -(1 - R)P(R)O2.

It is immediate that D; (i; R) 1 D; ~; R). A firm with a bad signal is more
reluctant to invest in the development of the intermediate innovation than a
firm with a good signal-

Since a rival with a bad signal invests less than one with a good sig-
nal, a t-firm expects his rival to invest less aggressively than with public
signals. This means that a firm with a good private signal invests more in
development than a firm with a good public signal, provided that informa-
tion acquisition investments are symmetric (Rl - RZ) and expectations are

realized: D;(t; R) 1 D;(t) for all R.
Now consider the situation in which nature chose two bad signaLs, (t, ~.

For each firm there are two effects when we turn from a public to a private
bad signal. First, the firm becomes more optimistic about his costs. Since
he conditions his beliefs only on his own bad signal, expected cost is lower.
This drives the firm's investments up. Second, he expects higher investments
from his rival. This decreases the firm's investment incentives. The direct
cost effect outweighs the indirect effect of rival's expected investments, when
information acquisition investments are symmetric and expectations are real-
ized. Therefore a firm with a private bad signal invests more in development
than a firm with bad public signal: D;(t; R) 1 D;~, t; R) for all R.

In the situation in which there is one firm who receives a good signal while
the other receives a bad signal, equilibrium investments for firms with private
signals are lower than investments with publicly observable signals. That is,
D;(~) f D;(~ - 2D;(i, ~ c 0. Again, this holds provided that Rl - Rz, and
that expectations are fulfilled.
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We summazize the findings of t.his subsectiori in the following proposit.ion.

Proposition 4 In the race unth private sign.als where expected resenrch in:
vestments are symrnetric and realized, with r; - R; - R c 1, equilibrium
devedopment investments nno svch that, for i- 1, 2:
(i) D;(t; R) ~ D;(t; R), and B áR~R G 0,
(ii) D; (t; R) 1 D;(t) and D; (t; R) ~ D;(t, t; R).

5.2 Private Signal Research Investments

In the first stage of the race firms invest in inforniation acquisition. The in-
formation that each firm acquires remains private information for that. firm.
The free-rider incentive in research that exists in the race with public signals
is no longer present. Firms will therefore invest more in research when the
winner takes all. When firms share revenues, it is not clear in which direc-
tion equilibrium reseazch investments change. We have seen that for public
signals there are two free-rider effects. First there is the direct effect, that a
firm's own revenues are negatively affected because also the firm's rival learns
from his research. But, second, the rival's learning has a positive indirect
effect through revenue sharing. We substantiate these observations in the
remainder of this subsection.

First-order conditions for equilibrium research investments R' are the
following:

1
PR; - P2e ~Di(t)2 - D; (t; ~)2~ -1-

f(p(I - R;) f i -pl (e } ~v(R;)) D~ (t; R.)aD` (t; R;)
aR;

p[2BD~ (t)2 -~2B f~P(R~)~ D~ (t; R~)2J f

~p(I -p)R~D;`(7 (D;(t) -Di(t;R;))0
(p(1-R1)fl-p)

If we focus on symmetric equilibria, we get the following:

2pB~P(R)Z(1 - a)ZW2
( )PR ~ ((Q f RO) (B f~p(R) t(1 - P(R))0) -(1 - R)P(R)Oz)z.

7
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A marginal increase in firm i's research investments that gives firm i a
good signal does not directly affect firm j's investments, because the firm's
signal is private information. Therefore the revenue that firm i receives from
his rival, through revenue share a, is no longer affected by his research in-
vestments. The incentive to invest in research for firm i now only depends
on the appropriability of his research investments, which is the share of his
own revenue that the firm keeps, i.e. 1- o. The more revenue spills over to
the rival, the less valuable his own research becomes for the firm. Therefore
we observe that each firm's equilibrium reseatch investment decreases in the
revenue share a.

Lemma 3 In the race with private signals, for oll n?venue shares o E (0, 1~
firms' research tinvestments decrease in the revenue share: 8eo' c 0 for
i-1,2.

In the "winner-takes-all" race equilibrium research investments in acquir-
ing private signals exceed those of the equilibrium with puhlic signals, Since
firms can no longer free ride on their rival's investments and signals, they
have an incentive to invest more in information acquisition. This is stated in
the following proposition.

Proposition 5 In the "winner-takes-all " race (o - OJ firms invest in equi-

librium more in acquirin.g private than publáe signals: R;(0) ~ R;(0). This
holds unth stnct ínequnlity whenever firms choose interior equilibráum re-
seai~ch ini~estments.

More insight in the interaction between research and development could
be gained from the characterization of firms' expected equilibrium develop-
ment investments given equilibrium research investments, and their equilib-
rium profits. An overall comparison between equilibrium development in-
vestments and equilibrium profits for public and private signals would clase
the analysis. This exercise awaits future research.

6 Strategic Revelation

In this section we extend the game by adding an information revelation stage.
After firms invested in research and received their private signal, firms choose
what message to send to their rival. After firms received each other's message,
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they invest in development. Firms have an incentive to manipulate their
information in order to alter their rival's beliefs, and consequently change
competition in the development stage in their favor. Firms in a"winner-
t.akes-all" race have an incentive to make their rival as pessimistic as possible
to discourage rival's development investments. For high revenue shares firms
have an incentive to make their rival as optimistic as possible. An optimistic
rival invests relatively much, and the revealing firm can take a free ride
on the revenue generated by those investments. The extent to which firrns
can actually manipulate rival's beliefs and investments and the direction in
which this happens is the main topic of this section. Typically we are aLso
interested in learning in what direction firms want to shift rival's investments
for intermediate revenue shares.

We make two distinct informational assumptions. First we anal,yze what
information is revealed when firms' information is non-verifiable. We do
this in the next subsection. How firms' incentives and possibilities to reveal
information aze affected when information is costlessly verifiable is studied
in the second subsection.

6.1 Non-verifiable Information

In this subsection we assume that firms cannot verify the truthfulness of their
rival's messages. This makes it costless for firms to lie about their signal.
Since l,ying is for free and there is always a firm with incentives to lie, firms
never fully reveal their signals. We establish this in this subsection. Our
contribution is here to show that even for intermediate revenue shares firms'
incentives are not aligned. Naturally, a firm's rival is aware of the strategic
nature of the firm's messages, and will be less willing to rely on the firm's
information. In fact we can show that there always is an equilibrium in which
no information is revealed. That is, investments for the race in private signals
aze equilibrium investments in this situation.

Since information is non-verifiable, firms can make any statement about
their information they like. Formally, after each firm received his private
signal, firms simultaneously choose their revelation rules (r;(t, R;), r;(t, R;)),
with r;(t;, R;) E{t, t~, and reveal information T ; E{r;(t;, R;)~t; - t, t and
0 C R; c 1} accordingly. Information is not verifiable for firms. For example,
revelation rule (r;(i, R;), r;(t, R;)) -( t, t) gives full revelation, while rules
(r;(t, R;), r;(t, R;)) -~, t) and (t, t) do not reveal any information to the rival
firm. After messages are sent, firms simultaneously invest in development.
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A natural first step of analysis is to see whether firms voluntarily reveal
all their information in equilibrium. This would give us investments of the
race with public signals. First consider the "winner-takes-all" race. In this
race each firm has an incentive to make his rival invest as little as possible.
If ít is expected that a firm fully reveals his information, then this firm has

an incentive to always send bad news. That is, he always states t- t. The
rival believes this is truthfully revealed information, and becomes pessinristic.
The pessimistic rival invests little in development of the prototype, which
increases the expected profit of the sender of bad news. Second, consider
the "equal-sharing" race where firms believe that their rival fully reveals
information. In an "equal-sharing" race each firm has an incentive to make
his rival's investments as big as possible in order to take a free ride on those
investments. Then a firm has an incentive to always send good news. The
firm's rival believes that t was observed, and becomes optimistic about the

costs of investment. The rival's investments increase, and the sender of good
news takes a free ride on these high investments. Similar incentives to under-
or overstate information exist for other revenue shares. And full disclosure
does never happen in equilibrium, as is stated in the following proposition.

Proposition 6 For all revenue shnres a E[0,1], there does not exist an
equilibrium of the game with strategic revelation of non-verifiable informntion
in which signals nre completely revealed.

This result indicates that the assumption of publicly observable signals,
as in Choi (1991) and Malueg and Tsutsui (1997), is indeed a strong one.
When the assumption is relaxed and signals can be costlessly misrepresented,
complete revelation no longer happens in equilibrium.

The polar case of complete revelation is no revelation of any informa-
tion. No revelation of information can always be sustained as an equilibrium.

Given that the statements of firn~s contain no information whatscever, firms
ignore them. Since statements are ignored, neither truthful nor faLse state-
ments affect rival's indestments. Therefore firms are indifferent between all
statements, and it is optimal to choose the non-revealing rule that is consis-
tent with equilibrium beliefs. This is stated in the following lemma.

Lernina 4 There is an equilibríum of the game with strategic revelation of
n.on-verifiable infornw.tion in which no information is ~vealed for nny rev-
enue shar~ o E [0,1].
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This result is similar to that of Ziv (1993), and is standard for models
with non-verifiable signals. The paper by Ziv focuses on the incentives of
Cournot duopolists to understate costs of producing homogeneous products,
In our analysis we consider a situation in which revenue sharing affects firms'
incentives. And we show that irrespective of how firms share the revenue
from innovation, they never reveal their information. Depending on how
nmch of the revenue is shared between firms, firms have an incentive t.o give
less (low o), more (high o), or both less arrd more (intermediate v) favorable
information to the rivals.

It would be interesting to see whether there are revenue shares for which
revelation of some information will be chosen in equilibrium. This question
awaits future research.

6.2 Verifiable Information

In the previous subsection we assumed that firms carr costlessly misrepresent
their private signal. Therefore credible revelation of information is not pos-
sible in equilibrium. A natural question to ask is how the results are affected
when information is costlessly verifiable. The only choice that a firm with
verifiable information has, is to either disclose his information or conceal
it. For low (resp. high) revenue shares firms have an incentive to disclose
only bad (resp. good) news. A firm's rival anticipates this and knows that a
concealing firm's cost signal is low (resp. high). This evaporates a firm's pos-
sibilities to effectively conceal information. However for intermediate revenue
shares complete disclosure is not an equilibrium strategy. For intermediate
shares both the high- and low-cost type of firms have an incentive to conceal,
and can therefore credibly do so. This is shown in the remainder of this
subsection.

The seminal paper by Okuno-F~jiwara et al. (1990) gives sufficient con-
ditions on firms' strategic interaction and information under which an equi-
librium with full disclosure of private information with sceptical inferences
exists. For our RBcD race neither sufficient condition 4c nor 4d from Okuno-
Elijiwara et al. (1990) are met. Assumption 4c (resp. 4d) states that as a
firm's signal increases, his reaction curve shifts out (resp. in) while his rival's
reaction function shifts in (resp. out) or stays the same.

In our model firms' signals, and expected profits, are correlated. There-
fore firm i's marginal expected development profit is non-increasing both in
its own and its rival's signal. The negative relationship between a firm's
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disclosure and tris own marginal profit is a strategic effect. After disclos-
ing verifiable good news, a firm discloses to be an aggressive development
investor. The negative relationship between a firm's signal and his rival's
marginal profit is caused by the informational effect of disclosure. Disclosure
of good news by one firm makes the other firm more optimistic which shifts
out his development reaction function.

The violation of the suf6cient conditions for complete revelation raises the
question whether the "unraveling" result still goes through. Okuno-Flijiwara
et al. discuss a common value example in which neither condition 4c nor
4d is satisfied, but full disclosure is still established. The result is obtained
here because the strategic effect dominates the informational effect. In our
model the informational effect dominates the strategic effect, and we obtain
a sinrilar result for extreme revenue shares.

Proposition 7 When firm,s' signals are costlessly verifiable after revelation,
then there are revenue shares ó and Q, with 0 c ó c Q c 1, such that:
(i) for a~ n firrrt,s fu((y di~yClqse in equilibrium with skeptical inferences,
(ii) for ó G v C o no inferences support full disclosuno in equilibrium,
(iii) for o~ v firms fully disclose in equilibrium with skepticnl infenertces.

Note that skeptical inferences of (i) and (iii) are not identical. For revenue
shares o G Q firms have an incentive to conceal good news, while they have
an incentive to disclose bad news. Therefore firm.s infer that a concealing
firm received signal t under (i). These beliefs make strategic concealment
of information unprofitable. For revenue shares that exceed v firnis have an
incentive to conceal only bad news. Hence for (iii) firms rationally infer that
a concealing rival has signal t, which establishes full revelation.

For extreme revenue shares the verifiability of firms' information enables
a firm to unravel his rival's private information, as in Grassman (1981) and
Milgrom (1982). Such a result is the opposite of our results on revelation in
the previous subsection. For non-verifiable signals firms cannot credibly re-
veal any information, while for verifiable signaLs firms cannot credibly conceal
information from their rival.

Under (ii) both firms have an incentive to nrisrepresent their information,
and full disclosure is not chosen in equilibrium. For intermediate revenue
shares different effects dominate for different firm types. A firm who re-
ceived a bad signal has an incentive to conceal since it makes his rival more
optimistic about the costs of investment. The rival will invest more in de-
velopment, and the high-signal firm can take a free ride on his rival's higher
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expect.ed revenue. A firm with a good signal has an incentive to conceal in-
format.ion, and discourage his rival in the development stage. For the good-
signal firm the informational effect outweighs the free-rider effect. A sinular
result is found in a different setting by Hendricks and Kovenock (19b9).

7 Observable Research Investments
In this section we discuss how results depend on the non-observability of
research investments. We illustrate the effect of publicly observable research
investments by looking at the case in which signals are public.

Changes in one firm's publicly observable research investments affect both
firms' beliefs. When firms keep receiving bad news after a firm increases his
research investments, this has two conflictirrg effects. First the usual ef-
fect is that the investing firm decreases his development investment, because
he becomes more pessinristic. However, aLso the firm's rival becomes more
pessimistic, and contracts his development investments. This spillover effect
gives the firm a bigger incentive to invest in development. Therefore increases
in observable reseazch investrnents make development investments after bad
signals decrease less steeply than unobservable research investments. This
has two consequences for equilibríum reseazch investments. First. the spillover
effect makes a firm's own expected revenues of observable research invest-
ments bigger than those of unobservable investments. Therefore equilibrium
observable research investments exceed equilibrium unobservable investments
in the "winner-takes-all" race. The second observation is that the spillover
effect decreases rivals' expected revenue. Therefore the marginal benefit of
revenue sharing is reduced, which makes observable equilibrium research in-
vestments smaller than unobservable investments in the "equal-sharing" race.
A more detailed discussion of these effects is given in the remainder of this
section.

With observable research investments equilibriurn development invest-
ments Do depend on the research investments of both firms, R:

(1 - o)WDo(t) -
Bf0 '
(1 - o)W

D'(t, t; R) - 6 f~(R) f,~.
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and
8D;(t, i; R) - -P(1 - R,)~(R)D;(i, i; R)

8R~ - [P(1-~)(1-R,)tl-P](Bt~(R)f~)
cp,

for i - 1, 2.When we compare this expression with that in equation (2) where
expectations concerning research are realized, r~ - R~ for j - 1, 2, we note
the following:

8D,(é, t; R) 8D;(i, É; R)a~ ~ a~ ~ o.

When research investments are observable, firm á's equilibrium development
investments are less sensitive to unilateral investment changes. This is caused
by the following spillover effect. When firm á's research investment is observ-
able, and firm i increases research investments while the signals remain (t, ~,
not only firm i, but also firm j becomes more pessinustic. Firm j there-
fore decreases hís development investments. Since developmenL inve~tuieuLs
are strategic substitutes, this countervails firm á's direct decrease in devel-
opment investments. This spillover effect reduces the direct effect of firm i's
own growing pessimism.

The equilibrium profits, given cost of investment B and equilibrium de-
velopment investments Do, is:

~r;(Do(o);B) -( 1 - o) ~(1 - o)2B(Da)2 t aWD~~ .

The equilibrium condition for resear̀ch investments, Ro, becomes:

PR: - (1 - a) (( 1 - o)M!i(R) ~ oMQo(R)) ,
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with

MFi(R) - P(1 - R~)2B (D;(t)2 - Do(t, t; R)z~ -~

~(~(1- R;)(1- R;) f I- p](a f~(R))Do(t,i; R)aD;(t, t; R)
aR,

í'(1- R;)(~(R)12~'2 (Bm(R) f(B f .~)(e - 20))
- 2(B ~- ~)z(B f 4(R) f 0]~ ~

MQo(R) - p (I - R~)u' (D; (t) - D; (t, t; R)) f

f~P(1 - R;)(I - R~) f 1 -p]i~aD'(t,t;R)aR;
p(1 - R~)W~[~(R)J~

- (B f ~)(B f ~(R) f 0)2 ~

When we compare these expressions with expressions (4) and (6) we ob-
serve the following. Along the equilibrium path, when expectat.ions are re-
alized, D; - Do. Since observable changes in research investment affect.
own equilibrium development investments less than unobservable changes,
we have MR(R) C MRo(R), for all R. It is therefore immediate that for the
"winner-takes-all" race (a - 0) observable equilibrium research investments
are greater than unobservable equilibrium research investments for any cost
of research investment p: Ro(0) 1 R;(0). But since observable changes in
research investment do affect rival's equilibrium development investments,
an~i~;a) ~ 0, we have MQ(R) ~ MQo(R), for all R. It is easily verified that
in the "winner-takes-all" race firms with observable research investments still
underinvest in research: Ro(0) C R;, for i- 1, 2.

For the "equal-sharing" race (o - 2) the effect of observable research in-
vestments on a firm's own as well as his rival's development investments are
present. These effects point in opposing directions. Since the effect of observ-
able research on own development investments is an indirect. effect., while the
effect on t.he rival's developrnent investments is direct, the latter dominates
the former in the "equal-sharing" race. This is reflected in the fact that for
all R: ~1R(R) f MQ(R) ~ MRo(R) f MQo(R).7 Therefore unobservable

7It is easily verified that:

[MR(R) f MQ(~)~ - ÍMRo(R) } MQ"~~)I - ~~I - R; )W~4~~R)~P t ~(Rl) ~ 0.
~Q f 4(R) f 0)s
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research investments exceed observable ones in equilibrium: R;(2) ~ R;(2),
for i - 1, 2.

These results are sununarized in the following proposition:

Proposition 8 Consider the mce with public signals, nnd take r; - R; for
à- 1, 2. With obserunble research investments equilábrium ás such thnt:
(i.a) development investments do not dá„~er: D;(t; R) - Do(t; R), for all t, R,
(i.6) development int~estments fall more steeply án unobservable research án-
vestments thnn in observable ones: 86' i'i`R G eoo(`'``R) ~ 0,

8R; 8R;
(ii) observable equálibrium research ánvestments exceed unobservable ones in
the "winner-takes-nll" race, R;(0) ~ R;(0), while the reverse holds in the
"equal-sharing" mce, R; ( 2) C R; ( Z)- Where stnct inequnlities hold for inte-
ráor equilibráum research investments.

We conclude that observable research investments create an effect on the
way both firms respond to changes in research investments. The direction
in which this effect poirtts depends on the direc;Liuu iu whiclr spilluvets be-
tween firms point. In a setting where Cournot competitors acquire private
information on their demand intercept, Hauk and Hurkens (1998) show that
observable research investments exceed unobservable investments in equilib-
rium. The analysis of this subsection suggests that this conclusion is sensitive
to their assumption on the kind of information that is acquired. Our analysis
could be interpreted as one of Cournot competitors who acquire public infor-
mation about the "slope of demand", and give different equilibrium results 8

8 Conclusion
In this paper we studied investment incentives of firms who learn about the
HBzD project they work on, while they invest in it. We showed that these
incentives are such that firms' pessimism grows when they receive bad news
after more investments. This depresses development investments after bad
signals are received. In a winner-takes-all race with public signaLs the firms
overinvest in product development, because research efforts are duplicated.

BMalueg and Tsutsui (1996) show that incentives to commit to sharing exogenous in-
formation change too when they move from information about unknown demand intercept
to information about unknown slope. (Firms have a bigger incentive to share information
about unknown slope.)
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They underinvest. in informat.ion acquisition, due to the public good nat.ure
of the disclosed informat.ion.

The paper has demonst.rated that firms' incentives change drastically
when firms share revenues. When we introduce revenue sharing in the race
with public signals, both research underinvestment and the development
overinvestments are initially reduced. This suggests that firms would be
better off if they would share revenues from innovation. Revenue sharing
should, however, not be driven too far. For exarnple, in an equal-share RBrD
race firms underinvest both in information acquisition and development, due
to free-rider incent.ives. An efficient revenue share trades off distortions of
incentives in information acquisit.ion and development of the innovation, and
creates a race between "winner-take-all" and "equal-sharing".

Not only the extent to which firnrs share revenues, but also the observabil-
ity of intermediate research results affects investment incentives substarrtially.
When signaLs are private and firms acquire the same information, firms in-
vest more in development along the equilibrium path. When firms receive
different information, then the t.otal developrnent investment under public
information exceeds that under private information. Again revenue sharing
decreases firms' development incentives. Because free-rider effects are ab-
sent in a race with private signaLs, firms invest more in acquiring private
than in public information when no revenues are shared. In contrast to the
race with public sigrrals, equilibrium investments in private signals decrease
rrionotonically in the revenue share.

We have shown that the verifiability of intermediate research results is
crucial in determining what kind of investments are actually made in equi-
Gbrium. No information is credibly revealed for any share of revenues when
information is non-verifiable. In that case revealing no information is an
equilibrium strategy. Therefore the research and development investments of
the race with private signals are equilibrium investments for a race in which
non-verifiable intermediate inforniation is created. When firms' private in-
formation is verifiable, the "unraveling result" ensures for ext.reme revenue
shares full disclosure of research results, and gives the public signal equilib-
rium investments. For intermediate revenue shares verifiable information will
not be disclosed.

Observable research investments create more spillovers between firms' re-
search investments, since changes in one firnr's research investments affects
both firms' posterior beliefs about their project. When an extra unit of
research did not give an improvement in signal, both firms become more pes-
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simistic about their project. This puts the investing firm in a relatively better
position at the start of the development stage, as compared to a race with
unobservable research investments. Therefore firms invest more in observable
research than in unobservable research in the "winner-takes-all" race. When
firms share revenues equally, a firm's growing pessimism from his rival's un-
successful research investments is not beneficial for the rival. Therefore firms
invest less in observable research in an equilibrium of the "equal-sharing"
race.

Although we made a substantial first step in the analysis of learning ef-
fects in RBtD races, there remain some open questions. It would be interesting
to study the overall effect of the interaction between research and develop-
ment investments by characteri2ing the expected equilibrium development
investments given equilibrium research investments. One of the goals of this
research project would be to make an overall comparison between expected
profit levels under public and private signals. It would improve the paper if
we could prove statements on partial information revelation in equilibritun.
Also comparative statics watild imprnve our unrierstanding nf the results-
These, and other extensions of the analysis await future research.

9 Appendix

In this Appendix we prove the main propositions of this paper. The first
subsection proves the main propositions on equilibrium investments for public
signaLs. Subsection 2 proves the main proposition for a race with private
signals. In subsection 3 we prove the lemmas and propositions concerning
strategic information revelation.

9.1 Proofs for Public Signal R.ace

In this subsection we prove propositions 1 and 3.
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9.1.1 Proof of Proposition 1(R , R)

First we show that marginal revenues of research investments in the optimum
are strictly larger than those in the public signal race:

p(1 - R;)W~~(R)~ ~ p(1 - R;)W~~(R) ~284(R) - 0(9 f~)~
(e f 2o)(e ~~(R) f ao)~ (e f o)~(e f~(R) ~ o)~ '

which certainly holds whenever

i1 zB
(B f 20)(B f~(R) f- 20)2 ~(B f ~)z(B f~(R) f ~)2 p

(e f o)2(e t~(R) ~ 0)2 ~ 2e(e -~ ao)(e f m(R) f a,~)2 a
~(R)2(202 f 2B0 f B2) } 2~(R)(20~ f 2802 f 282~ f B3)f

-~(ao' ~ aoe3 t e~) ~ o,
which obviously holds. Since marginal costs are identical, this gives under-
investments in research by competing firms.

9.1.2 Proof of Proposition 3 (8R~8o)

For positive "winner-takes-all" research investments, i.e. MR(R) 1 0, we
apply the implicit function theorem to first-order condition (5) to derive
that

a~(Q) (1 - 2a) ~MQ(R) - MR(R)~ - MR(R)

a~ -(1 - o) ((1 - a)MR (R) f oMQ~(R)) - p
R-R(o)

Note that for an interior solution R;(o), the second-order condition gives a
non-negative denominator. The numerator is linear in prize share o. For
a - 0 we obtain

8R~(o) A7Q(R) - 2MR(R)
80 - MR (R) - p

1 0,
R-f2
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since MQ(R) ~ 2MR(R) for all R, and therefore also for R. For o- z we
get

8R;(z) -MR(R)
80 - á(M(~j (R) t MC~j (R)) - P

R-R( i~ )

G 0,

because MR(R) ~ 0. From the linearity of the numerator we deduce that
there always is a ó E(0, Z) such that e~ - 0.

9.2 Proof for Private Signal R.ace

In this subsection of the Appendix we prove proposition 5 and 4.

9.2.1 Proof pf Proposition 4(D; (.))

In part (i) the first inequality is obvious, while the second, for r; - R; - R
and i- 1, 2, reduces to:

aD; ~; R) -p(I - pR)w(R:)Dt(t; R) } p(I - p)RO (D:(t) - D; (t; R))
8R; - (1 - pR)z (~ f ~p(R~))

where the numerator is proportional to

-(1 - pR)~p(R)[B t~p(R) f(R - P(R))0] t(1 - p)R~p(R)0
- -(1 - PR)~G(R)[~ f ~G(R)],

which is negative for R ~ 1.
For part ( ii) it suffices to observe that:

Dti (t R) - D~(t) - (1 - 0)(1 - R)O~p(R)W
z[(B -~ RD)(B f ~p(R) ~- (1 - P(R))0) - (1 - R)P(R)~ ](B -1- 0)'

and
D;(t; R) - D;~, t; R) -

(1 - o)B[~(R) - ~p(R)]W
((B f RO)(B t ~p(R) f(1 - P(R))~) -(1 - R)P(R)Oz](B f~(R) t ~),

which obviously exceeds zero for R c 1. This completes the proof.
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9.2.2 Proof of Proposition 5(R; (0) ? R;(0))

In this proof we compare marginal research revenues for public signals with
those for private signals. Naturally, from (4) we obtain:

MR(R) c
ipe~(R)zyi~z

(B f ~)z(B f~(R) f 0)z
Zp9(1 - p)z(B - B)zyy,z

ÍP(1 - R)z f 1 - p]z(B f 0)z(B f~(R) f 0)2
For a - 0(7) marginal research revenues for private signals reduce t.o:

MR'(R) -
2~~v(R)zWz

((9 f RD) (8 f ~p(R) f (1 - P(R)).~) - (1 - R)P(R)Oz)z
- 2p9(1 - p)z(B - B)zyi'2 )

(1 - pR)z ((B f R~) (6 f ~p(R) t (1 - P(R))~) - (1 - R)P(R).~z
When we compare denominators of (t3) and (9), we obtain:

Í~(I - R)~ f I-~](a f o)(B t~(R) f o) -t-
-(1 - pR) ((B f RO) (8 t ~p(R) f (1 - P(R))~) - (1 - R)P(R)~z)

-(E(B) f 0)[2B t(1 -~ R)0] - pR(3 - R)(B f 0)z.

Since this expression is linear and decreasing in p it sufhces to evaluate it for
p- 1. For p- 1 the expression reduces to:

(1-R)(Bt0)(Bf(1-R)(Bf0)] ~0.

This implies that MR(R) c MR"(R) for all R c 1, which completes the
proof.

9.3 Proofs for Strategic Revelation

In this subsection we prove lemma 6, propositions 4 and 7.

9.3.1 Proof of Proposition 6(No Complete Revelation)

Suppose complet.e revelation does happen in equilibrium. Then equilibrium
beliefs are such that any statement is believed. Firm j's equilibrium invest-
ments would be D~(t) -~-o w and D(t,t~ -~-o w g}~' res ec-p}o ~ aym(r)to 8}m(R.,r;)' P
tively. Suppose that firm j completely reveals his information, and that he
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received signal ti - t from nature. Then if firni i received signal ~ and reveals
it, firms invest D(~), and firm i has expected profit:

~;(4~4) -(1 - o)WZ (1 - o)ZB t o(B f 0).
(~ f 0)~

If firm á states t instead, this makes firm j invest Di (t, ~. Firm á's optimal

response to Di(t,~ is D; - il-oiw~tml'il Firm á's profit from overstating(B~ál~)}o1S
his signal is

~;(~.~) - (1 - o)WZ(1
- a)z(~ ~- ~(r))~ f oQ(~ -~ ~(r) f ~).

~(~ t ~(r) t 0)2

The difference in profit between overstating and truth-telling is

~;(t~~) - ~;(~If) -
(1- o) W2

((1 - o)a t o(-6)) ,B(Q f 0)2(B i- ~(r) t 0)s

with

a- 2 Q(Q f~(r))(e f 0)la -[~(~ f m(r) f 0)1~) ,

b- e(~ f 0)(~ t~(r) -1- ~)~(r).

Hence, there is a o E(0,1) such that a;(t~~) ~ n;(~~~) iff o c Q. Similar for
a t-firm i, stating t(resp. ~ makes t-firm j choose Di(t) (resp. Di(t,~).
Firm i's optimal response to this investment is D; - i~-'iws (resp.

- (g}n)(B}m(R~,r,))
D;(t, ~). Firm á's profit for understating his signal is

~.(~~t7 -(1 - o)WZ (1
- o)2B2 f v(9 t 0)(B f~(R;, ri))

(~ f 0)2(.~ f ~(B;, ri))

while truth-telling gives him

~;(tlt~ - ( 1 - o)w2 (1
- 0)2(9 -f- ~(r))2 f a(9 ~- ~(r) -F 0)(9 f ~(B;, ri))

(B f~(r) f 0)2(~ t ~(R;, ri))

The difference in profit between understating and truth-telling is

~;(Flt~ - ~~(lt7 - (1- o)Wz
((1 - o)(-A) t aB) ,

(~ f ~)2(Q f~(r) f 0)2(B -F- ~(R;, ri))
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with

A - a, and

B-(B f~Á(R;, ri))(B ~- 0)(B f~(r) f 0)di(r).

Hence, there is a ó E(0, 1) such t.hat ~r;(t~~ ?~r;(~t~ whenever a~ ó. It is
straightforward that 6 c B. This implies that ó c a, and, thus, is deviating
from complete revelation profitable for all o E[0, 1). This completes the
proof.

9.3.2 Proof of Lemma 4(No R.evelation)

Observe that when firms never update their beliefs, each firm is indifferent be-
tween all revelation rules, i.e. a;(r;(t;), r~) -~r;(r;(t;), r~) - EB{~r;(D'; B)~t;; R;}
for all r;, r; and r~. No revelation, e.g. T;(t;) - í for i - 1, 2, is therefore
weakly preferred by firms, which is consistent. wit.h beliefs. By stating high
costs, no type of firm i can obtain higher profits, since beliefs are not updated.

9.3.3 Proof of Proposition 7(Verifiable Information)

Since information is verifiable, a firm can only choose to either disclose or
conceal his signal, r;(t;) E {t;, rd}. If orily one type of firm chooses to conceal
his signal, his rival can infer his information perfectly. We therefore onl,y
need to distinguish between strategies of full disclosure and full concealment.
We take ó, o, and a;(.~.) as in the proof to lemma 6, and characterize part
(i), (ii) and ( iii), respectively.
(i) Take v c á. Suppose that firm j discloses his information: r~(t~) - t~ for
t~ E{t, t}. In that case firm i's disclosure rule can only affect the equilibrium
outcome when firm j discloses t. Firm i's expected profit from disclosing pri-
vate signaLs t and t is then n;(t~t) and a;~~t), respectively. Suppose that
firm i deviates from complete revelation and conceals his signal. After con-
cealment firm j updates his beliefs skeptically, and believes that t; - t with
probability 1, i.e. ~r;(0~t;) - a;(t~t;). Consequently he invests D~(t) in de-
velopment. This leaves firm i indifferent between disclosing and concealing
when t; - t. When firm i has private signal t, he prefers to disclose his signal,
since n;~~t) 1 n;(t~t) iff o c ó. Hence sceptical beliefs are consistent with
firm's incentives, and firms' disclosure strategies are optimal given beliefs.
(ii) Take ó c o c o, and suppose that firm j discloses his information.
Firm j's development investments can only be affected by firni i's disclosure
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decision when firm j receives a bad signal, ti - t. We consider this case.
After firm i's concealment, r`; - PJ, firm j assigns probability ~ to the con-
tingency that firm i received a good signal, t; - t with 0 C p C 1. Firm
j's expected costs of development after concealment are 6 f(1 - p)~(r;, Ri).
The first-order condition for firm j's investments is the following:

(B f (1 - {r)~(r~, Ri))Di(~; Ri) - (1 - o)4i' - ~F~D:(4) f (1 - Iz)D~(t)~ 0.

Firm i's first: order conditions remain unchanged. Given firm j's belief, we
obtain the following equilibrium investments:

(1 - o)W ~B(B t ~(r)) - (B i. ~~(r))OJ
D~(~; ri) - B(B f~(r))(B f ( 1 - F~)~(r)) - (B } F~~(r))~z

(1 - v)W (B -f ~(r))(B -~ (1 - p)~(r) - 0)

D~(t) - 9(B ~- ~(r))(B f (1 - F~)~(r)) -(B f u~(r))~z

D"(t; ~) - (1 - a)W~(~ f (1 - l~)~(r) - ~) (~ f ~(r))
' A(R f ~h(r))(~ f (1 - {~)~(r)) - (R f k~(r))~z ~ (e t ~(R~, ri)) ~

Firm i's expected equilibrium profits are:

~~ (~~~) - 2~D;`(~)z f oWD~(0; ri)

n~(~~t) - 2(Bf~(R;,ri))Di`~;R;)zfoWD~(0;ri)

Note that for belief p - 0 firm i strictly prefers to conceal t, since na(G.1~t) -
a;(t~t) ~ a;(t~t) for o c o. We can therefore rule out belief p- 0 as
supporting a full disclosure equilibrium. Belief ~- 1 can be ruled out too,
because firm i prefers to conceal a bad signal given this belief, i.e. ~r~ (0~t) -
a;(t~t) 1 n;~~t) for a~ ó. For beliefs strictly between 0 and 1 there is a

critical value a" (resp. á") such that disclosing t (resp. t) is profitable for

firm i whenever v ? o" (resp. o c ó"). The critical values are defined as

follows: -

o"

á" -

ZB (d' (t)2 - d`(t)2~
and

2B (d; (t)z - d;(~)z) - (d~ (~; ri) - di(~)~
,

-2 (9 f ~(R;, ri)) (d; ~; R;)z - dt~; R;)zI

-2 (~ f ~(R;, ri)) (d; (t; R;)z - d;(t; R,)z) f (d~ (~~ r~) - di ( t; ri))
,
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where d~(.) - De(.)~(1 - o)iV, with ~ - i, j. For prize share o full disclosure
is an equilibrium strategy given belief p, whenever belief ~ is such that o" G
a G ó"'. First. we verify that both o" and ó"are monotonically decreasing in
belief p for 0 G p G 1:

] adiíO~rJ) " 2 2 " ad"(t) " l80" - B z a,~ ~d, (t) - d;(t) ) - d; (t)á ~dj (~~'~j) - dj(t))1

at` [2B (d; ( t)z - d;(t)z) - (d~ (m; rj) - dj(t))l z

-n-F~)'sa'm(r)'o'(8}m(rn(~tm(r)-o)'(p-o) J
- (d-r.0)~fB(P-fm(r)xB-F(1-")m(r))-(Bt"m(rno~l G 0, and

[ZB (d;`(1`)Z - d;(~)2) - (dj (~;r;) - d;(t))]2

~ 8d~(0;r~
,A 2'a" '~d; ~; x;)Z - á~(t; R;)2~ f

(B}W(R~.rj)) l i 8d~(t;R~) p~" -d ~;R;) ~aF. (dj(~;r;)-dj(t;rj))
ll z

a~ - [~B~d;(t;R~)z-d;~;R~)z)-(d~(~;rj)-di(t;R;)IJ
-"~1Bm(r)'o'(~tm(r))(~tm(r)-o)(Q-o)' ( B;m(r))'

- (B.m(r)to)'IB(8tm(r))(Qt(~-")m(r))-(BY"m(r))e~j ~ (8-m(R„r,)) G 0.
L B d- t - d t; d PJ. r. - d. t;IZ-( ~( ;'h)2 i~ '~i)2) - ( j`( , J) ]( ~)~~2

Furthermore, it is easily verified that

limQ" - ~ 1 0 - limá".
"ti ~-f- 20 B f~(r) f 20 ~~io

Ln combination with monotonicity this implies that. o" ~ ó" for all 0 G p G 1.
Therefore there is no belief ~ such that full disclosure is chosen in equilibrium.
(iii) For o~ v we have a sinular argument as in (i). Sceptical beliefs after
concealment are to believe that your rival has a"bad" signal, i.e. a;(0~t;) -
~r;(t~t;). This leaves firm i with a bad signal indifferent between disclosing
and concealing. Firm i with a good signal is worse off by concealing his
signal, since n;(t~t) G a;(t~t) iff o ~ v. This completes the proof.
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